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The Year It’s the 14th day of the 14th year of the present millennium! I’ve long felt a need
for a 1000-year constant, for a year that repeats itself every 1,000 years. I’ve never heard
of such a thing, but maybe I’m weird. I’d like to take some time to acknowledge the two
and a half years of my life that came before this present era. I remember what it was like
to live before dial-up Internet, before digital photography, before the advent of Photoshop.
I miss the days of $18.99 home computers, such a luxury in the mid-1990s. It was a
gradual switchover to being born into the world of digital photography and the web. Before
digital, there was no way to tell the difference between a real photo and a computergenerated one. Most things you have and own in today’s digital world were designed
before we were born. If you aren’t involved in the world of photography, you’d be surprised
to know that DSLRs are the dominant choice of camera users. In a world dominated by
easy-to-use, cost-effective software, it’s hard to understand how many photographers still
rely on the old-school, time-consuming exposure bracketing and other ways of working. Of
course, we’re not all fans of digital cameras. There’s still a lot to be said for a real analog,
manual-exposure camera. I would love it if every photographer owned a full-frame camera
with an optical viewfinder and manual controls. But that’s not realistic, as the cost of even
high-end digital cameras is still under $1,000. I really miss the days when printing was
something you had to order at Kinko’s and wait to have your images in your hands. It
seems like a nice little luxury to have a hand-printed photo and frame it without worrying
about the cost and environmental concerns. Back to 2000.
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default: { m = av_x_exp2(val, significant_bits); if (significant_bits) return TT_PASTE("X"); if
(m > significant_bits)) return TT_PASTE("0X"); return TT_PASTE("0x%x", m); } } break;
case FF_INT64_MIN: case FF_INT64_MAX: switch (to_bits) { case BITS_LE: return
TT_PASTE("0b") BITS_PER_CHAR; case BITS_BE: return TT_PASTE("0B") BITS_PER_CHAR;
case BITS_16: return TT_PASTE("0") BITS_PER_CHAR; case BITS_64: return TT_PASTE("0")
BITS_PER_CHAR; default: return TT_PASTE("0x%lx", to_bits); } break; default: assert(0);
break; } } /* Convert a signed `int' to a string. The value is interpreted as an * unsigned
value, with 0 representing the minimum value of signed `int'. * This macro also assumes
that `val' is nonzero, but that is ok. */ #define INT_TO_STR(val) \ static inline const char * \
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